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Dear editor,
Steganography is an important method of covert
communication. Steganalysis, an advanced anti-
steganographic technique can detect stegano-
graphic behavior and even reveal the stego key
in a certain steganographic method [1]. Steganal-
ysis includes specialized steganalysis [2] and uni-
versal steganalysis [3]. This study focuses on fea-
ture extraction [3] and feature post-processing [4].
Ensemble classifiers are proposed to address the
complexity [5]. Recently, some scholars have con-
ducted research on steganalysis using deep learn-
ing. Xu et al. proposed two important methods
and outperformed the spatial rich model (SRM)
method in [6, 7]. They presented an excellent
convolution neural network (CNN) structure, pro-
posed to use batch normalization (BN) and recti-
fied linear units (ReLU) structure to enhance the
effect in [6], and used an ensemble of five CNNs
to obtain better accuracy than the SRM method
on the spatial-universal wavelet relative distortion
(S-UNIWARD) [8]. They then suggested several
different ensemble methods [7].

Proposed method. We will introduce three en-
semble methods. The accuracy of ensemble learn-
ing is related to the accuracy of a single classi-
fier and the diversity between different classifiers.
Thus, we attempted to increase the diversity be-
tween different classifiers.

Diversity in different training sets. Different

training sets cause diversity, which indicates that
the sample permutation can produce better re-
sults. Diversity can be increased in many ways,
such as bagging and bootstrap methods. We used
a sample selection method similar to the holdout
method. The whole data set D is divided into two
mutually exclusive sets, set T and a testing set
T̄ , i.e., D = T ∪ T̄ , T ∩ T̄ = ∅. After training
the model on T , the testing error is evaluated by
T̄ . We randomly selected 4000 pairs of images as
the training set from T . The rest of the images
of T were used as a validation set to estimate the
performance of models.

Diversity in different high-pass filters. The di-
versity in initialization parameters is exhibited in
several ways, such as the different initialization
weights of the convolution filter (different in each
of training) and the difference between high-pass
filters (HPFs). The noise residual produced by
different filters will cause an obvious diversity be-
cause the layers behind HPF will have a great ef-
fect. In the proposed method, every HPF is a 5×5
matrix. According to [6], we produced the basic
HPF based on the following expression:
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and define all raw filters as
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We obtain










n = −2m,

2m+ 2k + l = 0,

2l − 4m+ z = 0.

According to the above conditions, we have
randomly set values of m and l to be nat-
ural numbers and generated ten HPFs known
HPF0,HPF1, . . . ,HPF9. We used these ten HPFs
to train the CNNs and obtained ten different CNN
models. Four HPFs were selected with each of
them having an enormous diversity as compared
to the other HPFs. The four HPFs and the basic
HPF will form five different filters to achieve diver-
sity. We defined a metric to compare the diversity
between the HPFs. Let Ck and Sk denote the kth
original image and the corresponding image with
steganography, respectively (1 6 k 6 s). We cal-
culated the convolution between Hp and Ck or Sk

to obtain I
c
k,p and I

s
k,p:

I
c
k,p = Ck ∗Hp, I

s
k,p = Sk ∗Hp, (1)

where Hp denotes the pth HPF (0 6 p 6 s). Then
the difference between I

c
k,p and I

s
k,p is calculated

as below:

Ik,p = I
c
k,p − I

s
k,p. (2)

To uniform the value range of different im-
ages, the element Ik,p(i, j) of Ik,p is normalized
as Īk,p(i, j):

Īk,p(i, j) =
Ik,p(i, j)

∑

i

∑

j |I
c
k,p(i, j)|

. (3)

We calculated the Frobenius norm of Ink,p as the
difference between HPFi and HPFj :

Ci,j =

s
∑

k=1

‖Īk,i − Īk,j‖. (4)

All space models are named as S, wherein each S

has s models. Our goal is to find s′ sub-models,
such that these sub-models have maximal diversity
for further ensemble requirement. If we choose n

(n < s′ < s) models to be included in the model
collection S′, then we will select the (n + 1)-th
models. We define S̄′ as the complementary set

of S′. The model whose diversity is maximal com-
pared to that of the other models, can be obtained
by the following expression:

io = argmax
i

{D(i, S′)|i ∈ S̄′}, (5)

where

D(i, S′) =
∑

jn

Ci,jn , jn ∈ S′. (6)

If D(io, S
′)(io ∈ S̄′) is maximal, then HPFio is the

model selected to be included in S′. The above
process is repeated until the models in S′ are suffi-
cient in number. In the following experiments, we
have s = 10 and s′ = 5, i.e., five HPFs are selected
from the ten HPFs.

Diversity in CNN training process. When the
CNN learning parameters are updated, the results
generated by different iterations are not similar. If
we can achieve diversity in the same training pro-
cess, then we can improve the accuracy without
increasing the cost. The proposed method saves a
model every two epochs, therefore, we will obtain
T models. In accordance with the accuracy of the
models in the validation set, we sort all the mod-
els and select J suitable models (experimentally
J = 10).

Ensemble scheme. The entire ensemble stage
has J × H × R = N models totally, where J,H,

and R are the numbers of the selected models,
HPFs and permutated training sets, respectively.
If we use all the models for selective integration,
then the calculation would be costly. Therefore,
we used the step-by-step ensemble method. We
defined hjhr(Xk) to represent the class probabil-
ity of class 0 (the class probability of class 1 is
1− hjhr(Xk)), where j, h, and r represent the jth
chosen models, hth HPF kernel and rth training
set in the training stage, respectively. In the ex-
periments, ten models, five filters, and three per-
mutations were selected. The process includes the
following steps:

(1) We obtained J suitable models to execute
the ensemble learning by using the prior method.
We choose i models from J models (i 6 J); thus,
we have a total of Ci

J combinations. We calculated
the accuracy by comparing the class label ŷn with
the real class label yn. Hence, the class label ŷn is
the following:

ŷk =

{

0,
∑i

j=1 hjhr(Xk) < 0.5i;

1,
∑i

j=1 hjhr(Xk) > 0.5i.
(7)

We need to determine the label of the i models.
(2) We selected ensemble methods with differ-

ent HPFs. H represents the number of HPFs for
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Table 1 Detection errors by compared with other methods

Sel Method in [6] Ens Method in [7] SRM [3]

S-UNIWARD 17.98 19.18 17.53 18.44 20.35

WOW 16.92 – 16.23 – 20.59

the same training sets and Ci
H combinations are

present.
(3) We have used R classifiers with different

training sets. The classifiers are evaluated accord-
ing to the accuracy.

In the proposed method, CNN is used to extract
the feature and ensemble classifier in [5] is trained
for the final decision because the ensemble clas-
sifier is stronger than the softmax classifier with
regard to performing classification of steganalysis.
We concatenated the output of every CNN’s pool-
ing layer as the ensemble classifier’s input. The
ensemble classifier chooses different combinations
of features to achieve improved classification per-
formance, such as the selective ensemble.

Experiments. All the experiments were per-
formed on two spatial domain steganographic al-
gorithms: spatial-universal wavelet relative dis-
tortion (S-UNIWARD) [8] and wavelet obtained
weights (WOW) [9], with an embedding rate of
0.4 bpp. The well-known BOSSBase [3] is used to
verify the proposed method. Both the sample sets
include 5000 cover images and 5000 stego images
in pairs. In the training phase, we used different
random seeds to generate 4000/1000 splits as the
training set from these 5000 pairs. The 1000 pairs
are treated as the validation set.

In our experiments, the training epochs are set
to 480. The parameters of the gradient descent
are almost the same as those of the method in [7].
Learning rate is initialized to 0.001, which is sched-
uled to decrease by 10% every 5000 iterations and
the momentum is fixed at 0.9. A mini-batch in-
cludes 64 pairs. We saved the weights models ev-
ery two epochs, and ensured that the cover and
stego pairs are in the same batch. The last convo-
lution module has 128 convolution kernels; thus,
the feature dimensions of all the ensemble meth-
ods are 150 × 128 = 19200. The error rate PE ,
which is the average of false alarm and missing de-
tection probabilities, is used to evaluate the classi-

fication performance. Table 1 shows a comparable
result of the proposed method and other recent
methods. Sel is a step-by-step selective ensemble
method, the method in [6] is the simple ensemble
of CNN, Ens is the method of incorporating fea-
tures into the ensemble classifier, the method in [7]
is of adding a new representative in the ensemble
method of combinations. The error rate PE of Ens
is 1.65% lower than that of the method in [6] as
well as lower than PE of the method in [7].
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